Common therapeutic approaches in sleep and awake bruxism — an overview
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ABSTRACT
Bruxism, a common medical condition characterised by clenching or grinding of the teeth and/or by bracing or thrusting of the mandible, can occur during sleep, when it is known as sleep bruxism (SB), or during wakefulness, when it is known as awake bruxism (AB). Although bruxism often causes headaches, temporomandibular joint pain, masticatory muscle pain, mechanical tooth wear, prostodontic complications and cracked teeth, there is still not enough data to define and support a standardised approach to its treatment.

The aim of this review was to present the pathophysiology, consequences, types and treatment methods of bruxism in order to increase readers’ knowledge of this topic. Differences between awake and nocturnal bruxism are included, as well as risk factors and indicators visible during the clinical examination of affected patients. Among the causes we consider are genetics, stress, oral parafunctions and changes in the Central Nervous System (CNS). Potential and common methods of treatment are presented, along with suggested guidelines that should be followed when determining an appropriate treatment method. We draw attention to the notably dynamic development of bruxism in today’s society and the importance of informational and preventive projects, especially those targeted at high-risk patients as well as those targeted at specialists, in order to better tackle the bruxism ‘epidemic’.
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Introduction
For years, bruxism has been considered to be a synonym for teeth grinding and it was unclear whether it was a pathological behaviour or a disorder. In 2018, a consensus was reached, defining bruxism as a repetitive activity in the masticatory muscles characterised by clenching or grinding of the teeth and/or stiffening or thrusting of the mandible causing forceful contact between the biting surfaces of maxillary and mandibular teeth [1].

It can occur during sleep (SB, sleep bruxism, nocturnal bruxism) or while awake (AB, awake bruxism, diurnal bruxism) [2]. SB is the masticatory muscles activity happening during sleep, especially in the N1 sleep phase [3], including brief daytime naps, and can be rhythmic (phased) or non-rhythmic (tonic). This is neither a motor disorder nor a sleep disorder encountered in the healthy population. SB is associated with headache upon awakening [4], and some studies have pointed to its slight effect on insomnia [5]. AB is described as an activity of the masticatory muscles during wakefulness characterised by repeated or prolonged contact of the opposing teeth and/or stiffening or thrusting of the mandible, and is not a motor disorder seen in otherwise healthy populations [1].
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Although it has never been proven that bruxism affects quality of life [6, 7], there are patients seeking medical help daily from dentists around the world. It is a behaviour affecting 8–31.4% [2, 8] of the population, and is more usually encountered in people under the age of 40 and in females [9].

Aetiology

Researchers have suggested that there may be some degree of inherited susceptibility towards SB symptoms progression. It has been reported that 21–50% of people with SB have a close family member who had SB in childhood, suggesting the involvement of genetic factors [10, 11].

With that in mind, Rintakoski et al. [12] tried looking for any genetic or environmental factors that may play a role in the phenotypic variance of bruxism. They demonstrated that there is a sex-independent genetic component that occurs more frequently in phenotypic SB variations than in other TMD. Based on that, they reported the heredity of bruxism, although they emphasised that the emancipation is dependent on age and environment, and so for example the older a pair of twins, the greater the differences that are observed between them. Thus, although the genetic factor has been found, the entire mechanism behind it remains unknown. Similarly, Maciejewska-Szaniec et al. have reported that polymorphic variants in genes related to stress coping are associated with AB, although they cautioned that their research should serve only as a spur to conduct further analyses on a bigger sample group, in order to draw truly objective conclusions [13].

On the other hand, one of the most commonly used explanations of causes of bruxism is stress [5, 14, 15]. We can clearly observe an increasing tendency of patients in the COVID-19 pandemic period to look at articles on the topic “teeth grinding at night” on the internet [16, 17]. Increased stress during the pandemic resulted in an elevated number of bruxism episodes in society. That, combined with more difficult access to doctors in the same period resulted in people looking for explanations for their symptoms on the internet, leading to growing public awareness [18, 19]. Recently, researchers have focused more on younger people such as college students, noting a significant increase in the occurrence of bruxism in this studied group [20].

This serves to highlight the presence of a correlation between age and incidents of bruxism as epidemiologically variable, which indicates the need for local research to isolate vulnerable groups and implement appropriate preventive measures.

Pathophysiology

Bodily functions disturbed by bruxism can include, among other things, increased activity of the masticatory muscles, masticatory muscle hypertrophy (especially of the masseter), scalloped or burning tongue, linea alba on the cheeks along the bite line, tooth tissue damage (enamel cracks, abfractions, excessive tooth wear beyond what is expected with age) [9, 21, 22], repeated damage to prosthetic restorations, disturbances of the amount and composition of secreted saliva, an often severe manifestation of craniofacial pain, stiffness of the TMJ [23, 24], gingival fluid secretion increase [25], bone exostoses, and periodontal leases (increased tooth mobility, gingival recessions) [21–23, 26, 27].

Yet, in most cases, the origin of symptoms is unknown. The vast majority of researchers agree that the direct trigger of bruxism symptoms comes from the central nervous system (CNS) [28]. It has been proved in metanalysis that bruxism seems to be associated with distinct differences in the neural pathways related to the control of the jaw-closing muscles [29]. Disturbances in the concentration of catecholamines, especially dopamine, which affect the mandibular motor dysfunctions, are thought to be of great importance in the mechanism of bruxism [30].

The first evidence of such a correlation came from a case report in which a patient suffering from Parkinson's syndrome was treated for grinding his teeth with L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA), a dopamine precursor. In a series of controlled studies in young, healthy SB patients, L-DOPA has been shown to cause a slight but noticeable reduction in episodes of SB compared to a placebo group, while bromocriptine, a dopamine antagonist, has been shown not to affect expected rhythmic activity in the masticatory muscles [31, 32]. Given the presumed role of norepinephrine in bruxism, experimental trials have been conducted with propranolol and clonidine [33, 34]. Propranolol, a non-selective beta-blocker, has not caused a significant reduction in SB, but clonidine, an alpha-agonist acting on the CNS, has significantly reduced SB score when compared to a placebo. This effect was partially related to the concomitant reduction in cardiovascular sympathetic dominance preceding the rhythmic activity of the masticatory muscles. Simultaneously, fluctuations in the level of dopamine and disorders of its receptors in the brain are often associated with chronic stress [14, 15, 35]. The pathophysiological mechanism in which stress affects the occurrence of bruxism has been explained by evidence that individuals with increased levels of neuroticism and anxiety disorders tend to release their emotional tension by engaging in activities related to bruxism [36]. Increased concentration of stress hormones can also be noted in many chronic diseases. Psychosocial factors such as state anxiety and trait anxiety as well as alexithymia are also among the reported causes of the occurrence and maintenance of AB [14].

Bruxism-related TMD can be explained by the craniofacial anatomy. As there is a fixed relationship between the maxillary teeth and the base of the skull, and at the same time the mandibular teeth have a set position in relation to the TMJ, this means that misaligned contact of the upper and lower occlusal surfaces may have a direct impact on the position and motor function of the mandible head in the TMJ [26]. In acute and subacute TMD, significantly greater weakening and thinning of the mandibular neck ultrastructure have been observed, along
with more disorders than in an asymptomatic control group. It has been shown that mandibular neck weakness and craniofacial symptoms are more common in women with bruxism than in a control group [8]. Clear indications of bruxism have also been observed in children with asthma and sleep apnoea [37, 38]. Moreover, there are scientific reports indicating the possibility of diagnosing psychological abuse at an early age, based on the severity of bruxism in children. This subject certainly requires further research, as alternative methods of diagnosing various types of violence are exceptionally important for the mental health of the very young [39, 40]. It is also possible that drugs such as dopamine antagonists, dopamine agonists, tricyclic antidepressants, and selective serotonin inhibitors, as well as alcohol, cocaine and amphetamines, can contribute to the progression of bruxism symptoms. Studies have shown that reducing the dose clearly reduces the symptoms [20, 22, 41].

Dystonias and other muscular problems, as well as developmental disorders including various types of autism and neurological diseases that may have environmental and traumatic causes, can further be exemplified as bruxism-related conditions [22].

Diagnosis

Due to the variety of symptoms and the overlaps with other conditions, a bruxism diagnosis requires careful evaluation that includes questionnaires, records of past bruxism episodes, and thorough examination. To confirm the diagnosis of bruxism, there are two different methods: a non-instrumental method based on the patient's description of symptoms, questionnaires, medical history, and clinical examinations [21, 25, 42–44]; and an instrumental method using electromyography (EMG) and polysomnography, showing muscle activity during sleep and the lack of associated epileptic activity [1].

EMG recording of masticatory muscle activity is considered to be an objective criterion and together with polysomnography should be considered the gold standard in SB diagnosis [1, 2, 9, 45]. Interestingly, in 3.75% of patients with bruxism, EMG has shown epilepsy activity, and in a polysomnography study, a higher percentage of patients woke up after falling asleep than in the control group [46]. Standardised diagnostic criteria for temporomandibular joint dysfunction (DC/TMD) are also helpful in setting a diagnosis [1, 2, 47]. The minimum diagnostic criteria for SB, according to the International Classification of Sleep Disorders, Revised (ICSD-R), include symptoms of clenching and grinding of the teeth while sleeping, and at least one additional symptom such as excessive tooth wear, tooth grinding heard by other household members, or excessive tension in the facial and neck muscles [26].

Every dentist should be able to distinguish between the tooth wear caused by bruxism and that caused by malocclusion, especially because evaluation scales helpful in reliable assessment are widely available [21]. There are three different levels of probability that a patient suffers from bruxism, depending on the following diagnostic media. The diagnosis basing on the symptoms reported by the patient as “positive self-report” indicates “possible bruxism”, while “probable bruxism” is based on clinical examinations with/without a positive patient interview, and “certain bruxism” is determined by instrumental tests with/without a positive history and/or a positive clinical examination [1, 47].

- In relation to the TMD diagnostic criteria, bruxism is determined using Axis II and the Oral Behaviour Checklist (OBC). Axis II is related to an assessment of the psychological and physical dimension of pain, including pain intensity, pain-related disability, and the presence of depression and non-specific symptoms, based on the patient’s opinion [47]. An awake bruxism diagnosis lacks objective tests, as it is mostly based on medical interview consisting of a detailed history of tics and parafunction and visual observation of the patient’s behaviour [48].

- An easy way to initially differentiate between sleep and awake bruxism symptoms is to observe the severity of them during the day: symptoms gradually decrease as the day progresses in SB, in contrast to awake bruxism symptoms, which gradually increase throughout the day [49].

Therapy for bruxism

The treatment of bruxism may include various therapy options, e.g.:
- educational therapy for a patient about harmful habits;
- biofeedback;
- muscle relaxation exercises;
- occlusal splint therapy;
- short-term medications;
- botulinum toxin injections;
- psychotherapy (stress reduction, lifestyle change, hypnosis);
- electric method;
- correction of short-circuit disturbances.

Educational therapy

The purpose of this is to make the patient aware of the existence of parafunction and its harmfulness, as well as to interrupt pathological reactions. The patient is recommended to conduct regular physical activity, maintain muscle and joint balance (correct posture), to avoid gum chewing, to not clench their teeth, and to maintain correct nasal breathing with the correct position of the tongue.

He/she is also advised to use physical self-regulatory techniques. The goal of this method is to produce physiological changes that will reduce pain, fatigue and physical overload [50]. However, only a small number of well-designed studies into the effectiveness of Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) are available at the moment, meaning that further exploration is needed in order to unequivocally state that CBT has a positive effect in SB management [51].
Biofeedback therapy

This technique is based on the premise that patients with bruxism can consciously ‘unlearn’ their pathological behaviour [52]. It uses positive feedback as a teaching strategy focused on lowering patients’ stress levers, potentially ensuing in long-term behavioural changes aiming at the reduction or elimination of symptoms.

This is, however, a controversial method of remedying bruxism, as studies have shown that significant results have been achieved with AB but not yet with SB [1, 45, 53]. Furthermore, proper sleep hygiene (i.e. relaxation before bedtime, caffeine reduction, etc.) is recommended for SB control, although the therapeutic effect has not been proven [54]. Mobile phone applications such as BruxApp are available to download and may be helpful in tracking occurrences of AB as well as control attempts. They should make patients aware of the scale of the problem along with helping to cut down the number of episodes of AB [55–57]. The effectiveness of biofeedback therapy in studies is in general highly rated, but the patient often needs to carry a portable device that’s either continuously monitoring muscle tension or frequently reminds the carrier how to avoid parafunction. For example, myorelaxation exercises are also aimed at teaching the patient the correct resting position of the tongue, the correct path of nasal breathing, and keeping mouth until tete-a-tete contact.

Muscle relaxation and posture exercises

The proper mandibular resting position is as follows: lips together, teeth having contact only when swallowing. To balance the overactivity of the masticatory muscles and stretch them, muscle relaxation exercises are recommended. These exercises are also aimed at teaching the patient the correct resting position of the tongue, the correct path of nasal breathing, and how to avoid parafunction. For example, myorelaxation exercises have been used with good results in our clinic. A single cycle of relaxation exercises includes five steps:

I. Setting the mandible in a relaxed position
II. Protrusive movement to reach ‘tete-a-tete’ teeth contact
III. Opening mouth
IV. Closing mouth until tete-a-tete contact
V. Returning jaw to starting position.

Exercises are recommended three times a day, with 20 repetitions each time in a half-sitting position with supported head, straight and uncrossed legs. Patients should exercise daily for a month, freely but without force, roughly at the speed of their heartbeat [52].

Occlusal splint therapy

To prevent negative consequences of SB, stabilising and repositioning splints can be used [58–60]. These splints eliminate occlusal obstacles, relax the chewing and neck muscles by passive stretching, improve the occlusive and neuromuscular stabilisation, and reposition the mandibular heads and articular discs.

Gomes et al. [61] showed that the use of splint therapy in the treatment of SB improves quality of life. They showed that the use of occlusal splints creates a biomechanical balance between the physiological load and that generated by stress. Occlusal splints can lead to the stabilisation of bruxism by reducing deformities and deviations in the temporomandibular joint, reducing the load on the joint [62]. Different types of splints vary slightly in their effectiveness, but due to the low level of commitment needed from the patient, the relatively low price, and noticeable pain reduction, they are often the chosen option. We must underline nevertheless that most splints only mechanically minimise tooth destruction, and so do not affect bruxism itself. Additionally, in the case of SB, they have to be worn at night, which for some patients is a significant inconvenience [51].

Short-term medications

Analgesics, sedatives, anxiolytics, antidepressants, and muscle relaxants can be used in the pharmacotherapy of bruxism [63], whereby the NSAIDs are recommended to use for pain relief [64]. In order to reduce the increased skeletal muscle tone, patients are administered tolperisone (e.g. mydocalm 50 mg x 1). For anxiolytic and sedative treatment, most often 25 mg of hydroxyzine 1 hour before bedtime is prescribed [26]. However, recent studies have shown that there is insufficient evidence-based data to draw definite conclusions concerning medications attenuating SB and/or AB [65].

Botulinum toxin

Botulinum toxin (BTX) has been widely used both in the treatment of various diseases and in aesthetic medicine. It is a strong neurotoxin — an exotoxin produced by strictly anaerobic bacteria (bacilli called Clostridium botulinum, and a few other representatives of the genus Clostridium). Type A botulinum toxin (BTX-A) is the most potent toxin known [66]. It binds permanently to the neuromuscular plate, and paralyses neuromuscular conduction by fragmenting the SNAP-25 protein (synaptosomal protein) necessary in the process of acetylcholine release from presynaptic terminals. After intramuscular injection, there is initially rapid binding to specific, high affinity cell surface receptors for the toxin, followed by the toxin being transported across the cell membrane by receptor-mediated endocytosis, and eventually the toxin is released into the cytosol. This process is accompanied by a progressive inhibition of acetylcholine release. The results begin to be noticeable after 2–3 days; the maximum effect occurs around 2–6 weeks after the injection and lasts 2–4 months. BTX-A indirectly reduces the bite force (i.e. the force generated by the masticatory muscles measured at the contact point of antagonist teeth during biting) by 20–40% in the masseter muscle [67–70]. Therapeutically, very low doses are used, resulting in the effect of botulinum toxin being limited to the area of administration.

Recently, there has been an increase in the number of cases treated with botulinum toxin type A [71–74]. Alonso-Navarro et al. [75] found BTX-A to be a safe and effective treatment for patients with severe bruxism. They administered BTX-A into
both the masseter and temporal muscles, using a final dose of 25–40 IU per muscle. The treatment effect lasted between 13 and 26 weeks. Fernandez-Nunez et al. [76] reported that an injection of BTX-A can reduce the frequency of bruxism episodes, lower the level of pain, and weaken the bite strength.

Kwon et al. [69,70] have recommended the administration of BTX-A at a dose of 25–30 BU in the masseter per side, at three injection sites, and in the temporalis muscle recommended a dose of 15–20 BU per side at 2–3 sites. It is advised to aspirate each time in order to avoid intravenous administration. Jost [77] recommended in his book a dose of 50–100 U in the masseter per side at three injection sites, and in the temporalis muscle a dose of 50–100 U per side at 3–4 sites as well. Monroy et al. [78] have stated that treatment of bruxism with botulinum toxin can cause dysphagia, slight pain at the injection site, and temporary excessive salivation, but that these symptoms appeared only in patients who received a dose above 100 IU or who had other systemic diseases present. It is believed that doses of below 100 IU of BTX-A administered to the masseter and temporalis muscles are safe, and that their use is practicable in day-to-day clinical practice. Although BTX-A is a very good agent in the therapy of bruxism, whether the events of bruxism would recur or rebound after botulinum toxin injection needs more follow-up clinical evidence [79]. Furthermore, Yurtutan et al. have reported that relaxation splints may not be needed in patients treated with BTX-A [73].

### Psychological care

Psychological factors vastly influence the aetiology and treatment of bruxism [14, 36, 39, 80–82]. Zhang et al. [26] showed that the maximum bite force decreased in an experimental group (administered with BTX-A) and in control and placebo groups as well. The lack of differences between the control group and the placebo group may indicate a substantial placebo effect. The maximum bite force decreased in an experimental group (administered with BTX-A) and in control and placebo groups as well. The lack of differences between the control group and the placebo group may indicate a substantial placebo effect. However, opinions remain divided. Some scientists consider the above claims to be true, while others highlight the fact that in order to properly remodel patients' occlusion, a dentist has to interfere, even minimally, with already worn teeth. Both parties agree though that the problem does not start with the teeth, but rather with the nerves and muscles [49].

Future bruxism research should focus on a better understanding of the pathophysiology of the condition and the impact of its negative and positive clinical factors. Nevertheless, establishing reliable guidelines for a correct diagnosis will be challenging. A '4A' principle has been suggested: accurate, applicable, affordable and accessible [1]. Additionally, an irrefutable relationship between bruxism, TMD and neck pain is still poorly understood, and calls for further analysis [1, 90].

And beyond that, the current definition of SB seems to ignore the fact that the evidence is insufficient and inconclusive in determining how the condition alters sleep quality and how it is related to other sleep disorders. Therefore, changing the definition status without further exploration of these aspects is simply wrong [91].

### Clinical implications/bruxism as potential manifestation of neurological disorder

TMD caused by bruxism may manifest as otalgia [92]. Based on self-reports, bruxism may also be accompanied by sleep problems and their awake consequences such as: difficulties initiating sleep (DIS), disrupted sleep (DS), early morning awakenings (EMA), non-restorative sleep (NRS), tiredness, and sleep deprivation (SLD) [93]. An association between self-reported bruxism and increased nightmares has also been found [94].

All of the above points to the conclusion that bruxism might be a symptom of some neurological disorders. Among these, we can mention obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) (33.3–53.7%); somnomathologists have been encouraged to consider SB as a comorbid condition with OSA [95]. Lavigne et al. [96] have pointed to the frequent coexistence of SB and Restless Leg Syndrome (RLS); they report, based on a questionnaire, a prevalence of SB of 17.3% of adults with RLS, and of 14.5% of those reporting unpleasant leg sensations at night. 73.7% of patients with sleep-related gastroesophageal reflux disease have been diagnosed with probable SB (by self-report and clinical inspection) [97].

---

**Correction of short-circuit disturbances**

In some cases, correction of malocclusion is sufficient. Improvements are achieved by integrated dental work including orthodontic, prosthetic and conservative treatment. This might be explained by the fact that all occlusal obstacles recognised by the stomatognathic system will result in pulp inflammation and, in the longer term, remodelling of first the alveolus, and later the entire temporomandibular joint, which will burden the masticatory muscles. Obtaining evenly distributed occlusal forces on the surfaces of the teeth will allow harmonious work of the muscles and, as the outcome, their relaxation [57, 88, 89]. However, opinions remain divided. Some scientists consider the above claims to be true, while others highlight the fact that in order to properly remodel patients' occlusion, a dentist has to interfere, even minimally, with already worn teeth. Both parties agree though that the problem does not start with the teeth, but rather with the nerves and muscles [49].

Future bruxism research should focus on a better understanding of the pathophysiology of the condition and the impact of its negative and positive clinical factors. Nevertheless, establishing reliable guidelines for a correct diagnosis will be challenging. A '4A' principle has been suggested: accurate, applicable, affordable and accessible [1]. Additionally, an irrefutable relationship between bruxism, TMD and neck pain is still poorly understood, and calls for further analysis [1, 90].

And beyond that, the current definition of SB seems to ignore the fact that the evidence is insufficient and inconclusive in determining how the condition alters sleep quality and how it is related to other sleep disorders. Therefore, changing the definition status without further exploration of these aspects is simply wrong [91].

**Biostimulation**

Electro-galvanic stimulation relaxing the muscles is currently used as a therapy for bruxism. Despite its simplicity, this is not a widespread method, and there are still only a few publications regarding its efficiency [84]. Another inexpensive new method is photobiomodulation with light-emitting diode (LED) [85], which has been used, with very promising results, in the treatment of fibromyalgia [86]. Despite little research, we can already find optimistic results reporting biostimulation to have a magnifying effect on other forms of treatment, for example in patients with splints having their trigger points irradiated [87].
There are also reports showing a correlation between SB, REM behavioural disorder and Parkinson's Disease, although a full explanation is lacking [95]. In medical interview analysis of patients with epilepsy, 23.7% of them reported SB, compared to 5.4% of individuals from the control group [95]. In one article [97] a report of the occurrence of possible SB in patients with nightmares was stated, and furthermore in another questionnaire study [98] the prevalence of SB in sleepwalkers and sleeptalkers was reported to be higher than in the control group.

Symptoms such as headache, pain and stiffness in the muscles and joints of the head and neck, difficulty in opening and closing the mouth, and tinnitus, are thought to be associated with SB, while AB is associated with joint sounds and depressive personality disorder [2, 8, 9, 22].

The above consequences of bruxism can be divided into three groups:
- negative, e.g. chewing muscle pain, pathological tooth wear, prosthetic complications [41, 50, 99, 100]
- positive, e.g. termination of an episode of sleep apnoea, reducing risk of chemical clash by increased salivation in patients with gastro-oesophageal reflux disease [1, 25]
- neutral, where bruxism is seen as a harmless habit that does not affect masticatory system [1].

**Takeaway message**

As bruxism is multi-factorial and complex, an interdisciplinary approach in diagnosis and treatment is highly recommended. Although easier access to a wider range of information has increased the awareness of patients suffering from bruxism [17], they often only start to seek medical advice when the symptoms are already advanced. Thus, the importance of awareness campaigns and the encouragement of earlier check-ups must be underlined [80, 98].

An equally important aspect is broadening medical professionals’ knowledge of bruxism, which will help earlier diagnosis and earlier adoption of appropriate treatment. This whole topic is a very complex one, and deserves further multidimensional research.
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